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Coe Celebrates Martin Luther King Jr.
Mariah
Porter
Editorin-chief
Monday, January 15
Coe College held seminars celebrating and
discussing the works
of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. as well as the
work of the civil rights
movements from Dr.
King's time as well as
today.
Martin Luther King
Jr. was born January
15, 1929 and was assassinated April 4, 1968
by a white supremacist.
This year Coe students and faculty participated in a symbolic
march from Phifer
Commons to Kessler
Hall Where the college
held a number of pro-

grams and exhibits.
Afterwards a diversity conference
was held to speak on
who King was and the
issues he faced, as well
as the issues we face
today.
Speakers included,
Dr. Dereck Buckaloo,
professor of History,
Lauren Garcia (‘10),
Ellen Daye Owens, senior leadership facilitator at West Wind Education Policy Inc., Karl
Cassell is the president
and CEO of Perhaps
Today Inc., spoke in
break out sessions.
Dr. Buckaloo covered the topic “MLK
How He is Remembered and Forgotten.”
He spoke on how King
was a revered hero, but

Stacey Walker giving the keynote speech.
Photo by Kasi Rupert.
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not the only hero of the
civil rights movement,
and had many other
social injustices that he
fought for such as the
Vietnam War.
Buckaloo also covered
that King was hated by
many at that time, and
people seem to romanticize that only racist,
white southerners had
issues with King, when
in fact white northerners
who were apart of the
democratic party had
also taken issue to how
radical King was at the
time.
Ellen Day Owens talked about implicit bias.
Implicit biases are biases
that everyone holds that
are based around media
representations or past
experiences with other
people. Owens said that
everyone should recognise the biases they hold
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and how
to work
on fixing
those
biases.
Owens said
that part
of helping getting rid
of these
biases is
talking
about
Karl Cassell speaking to faculty and students.
race
Photo by Kasi Rupert.
openly
and not shying away from an ally is, and how to preit; as well as understand- vent biases from keeping
you from being a good
ing other cultures in the
United States and knowing ally to your friends. She
what others will bring to noted it was important to
the table for conversation discuss what your friends
compared to what you will need from you to be a
bring to the conversation good ally.
Karl Cassell led a
from your background.
session
titled “Will Your
Lauren Garcia (‘10)
Legacy be Viewing or
talked about the topic of
allies. She described what Involvement?” Cassell
discussed what business
practices promote healthy
environments for workers.
Stacey Walker, University of Iowa graduate
who was the first African
American to be elected to
the Linn County Board
of Supervisors, gave the
keynote speech on Dr.
Kings legacy and what
people can do today to
carry on the legacy King
left behind.

Lauren Garcia during MLK talks.
Photo by Kasi Rupert.
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Professors Featured in Marvin Cone and Eaton-Buchan Galleries
“I starting with ordiMohan
nary images, I attack them
Xu
Staff Writer and attempt to make them
unrecognizable, and I use
the broken pieces to create
The exhibits “Trust me, these compositions,” said
I am on TV,” digital objects Thorud.
Thorud was inspired
created by Josh Thorud,
Assistant Professor of Art, by Dr. Oz and other T.V.
medical hosts that give
held in the Marvin Cone
Gallery, and “Saccharine,” medical miricals which
a multi-media exhibit fea- are later proved ineffective.
tured by Jennifer Rogers,
Thorud began thinking
Gallery Director/Part-time
about these media emInstructor, held in the
Eaton-Buchan Gallery can pires and found the whole
be vewied untill Saturday thing unethical because
they provide medical or
Feb. 3.
psychological advice to
Thorud said most iman audience for entertainages out in the world are
manipulated in photoshop ment.
Thorud said, “Trust
and are hidden from us,
me, I am on TV” evaluso in order to point out
ates how false information
this misrepresentation of
reality, he used photoshop is disseminated from
dubious medical advice
to create work.
on television to
YouTube trolls
barking out of the
void. He said it is
important to realize the problem of
false information
on media because
it is very dangerous when you have
a community that
believes lies and
a world where
photographs are
considered authentic evidence.
“Trust me, I am on TV,”
Rogers’
Digital objects created by Josh Thorud.
“Saccharine”
Photo by Kasi Rupert

takes the
notion of
landscape a
bit further to
explore the
sweet, sticky
world of
kitsch.
“I equate it
to our childhood where
our worlds
are full of
pleasantness,
but then we
“Saccharine,” installations featured by Jennifer
grow up and
Rogers, Gallery Director/Part-time Instructor.
Photo by Kasi Rupert
we realize
that the world
offer a more dramatic and
is not that sugary and
direct reference to a temsweet,” Rogers said.
poral and ever-changing
Rogers said clay,
wood, fabric, wire, plas- landscape which includes
growth, life, and death.
ter, and found objects
Rodgers has been
shape these artificial
working with white glazed
microcosms creating a
dialogue between materi- surfaces for ten years.
The white glaze gives the
al, object, and viewer.
objects the appearance of
In this exhibition,
being stuck in time and
Rogers featured a doadds drama.The addition
mestic landscape by
presenting different types to mirrors and shadows
of objects such as the fig- expand and engage the
urines, fruits, vegetables, space in a more dramatic
vases, which are used in way. Mirrors and shadows help create a different
daily life.
“I choose to work with world that addresses the
issues of authenticity and
these objects and the
figurines because a lot of inauthenticity while invitinspiration comes from ing the veiwers to particithe history of the ceram- pate actively and become
apart of these worlds.
ics,” said Rogers.
She said every object
has its own meaning, like
the plants and ashtrays
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United Way Talks to Coe Alums and Students
Mariah
Porter
Editorin-chief
United Way came to
speak to Coe Alumns
and students on Tuesday,
January 16 about ALICE families and how to
get involved in different
charities in the community. An ALICE family is a
family who is asset limited, income constricted,
and employed; according
to United Way, these are
hardworking families who
still don't make enough
to fully provide for themselves and their kids.
United Way representatives, Meredith Christner and Destiny Hastings
started the meeting off by asking
everyone to participate in a “Privilege
Walk,” an exercise
that open up a
discussion about
socio-economic
status in different
people. Children
who grew up in
low income housing, with not many
books around, with
one parent in the
home, and whose
parents were not

able to afford more than
basic needs, even with
food assistance, do not
have the same jump in
life that kids who did
grow up with these things
have.
United Way believes
the situation children
grow up in is one of the
root causes to poverty,
and that providing kids
with more than just the
basic needs of survival
can help further educate
them and bring them to
the same standing spot as
kids whose parents were
already well off.
Destiny Hastings lead
an activity where the
group had to make choices while being an ALICE
family. The group quick-

ly ran out of
money on day
4 based on the
decisions they
made. Iowa
has high rate
United Way logo.
of ALICE famPhoto coutasy of United Way
ilies. 20% of
Iowan families
pare for having kids and
are ALICE families, and
combined with those who helping the kids become
ready for school by age 5.
are under the poverty
If you wish to become
level, 30% of the populainvolved
in United Ways
tion in Iowa are ALICE or
charities go to volunworse off.
teernow and register for
United Way has partnered with ACAP and has different interests. If you
also launched a program want to take the ALICE
test to see how well you
called Spark Five. Spark
Five (Strong Parents and would do go to www.
makingtoughchoices.org.
Ready Kids by age Five)
United Way’s mission
is an intergenerational
program that is meant to is to unite communities
help first time moms pre- and to invest in solutions
that improve people’s
lives. They are
committed
to treating
poverty at the
root cause,
rather than
treating the
symptoms.
United Way’s
vision is
being the
trusted leader
and catalyst
for creating
a positive
community
change.
Alumns and stduents lining up for the privlage walk.
Photo by Mariah Porter
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On This Day
"January 19, 1983"
Elias
Stiely
Staff Writer

Wander through
the archives in Stewart Memorial Library,
and you'll find past
editions of the Coe
Cosmos stowed away.
As a student halfway
through the academic
year, it's far too easy to

get swept up in the
news of the day.
Take a moment to
reflect and see what
was happening on
campus this day in
1983:

“Concert Choir,
Collage To Open
For Singer Barry
Manilow”
“The Coe
Concert Choir
and Collage will
appear in concert
with pop singer
Barry
Manilow,
Jan. 20,
on ths
[sic]
Five
seasons
stage.
The
music
department
eagerly
agreed to be
the backup
singers for
the pop hit
“One Voice.”
The song is
scheduled to
be the final
number at
Manilow's
sold out performance.”

Mr. Manilow's
New beginnings for The Cosmos. Photos history with
courtesy of Stewart Memorial Library.

Concert Choir opens for Barry Manilow in 1983.
guest choirs continues
thirty-five years later. Just
last month he sang with
the Red Rose Children's
Choir in Chicago for a
Christmas Concert at the
Allstate Arena.

“Things To Come For
The Cosmos”

Additionally, we're able
to glimpse the evolution
of our newspaper. Under
“Opinions”, then contributors Doug Marshall and
LeAnn Bailey updated
the campus on a few

changes to the Cosmos,
including redesigning
the masthead and page
headings, the introduction of classified ads,
and the move from fourto-eight page editions to
a consistent eight.
Notably, they mention that at the time, the
Cosmos was delivered
directly to students'
mailboxes.
Until next time, Kohawks.

Coe Camera
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Market News
•

Michael
Lachocki
Columnist
As Bitcoin continues
to make headlines with
impressive volatility,
questions about how they
are made are often asked.
There are two ways you
can get your hands on
Bitcoin: buying or mining.
Buying them is straightforward enough you just
get a crypto wallet like
Coinbase and purchase
a Bitcoin or fraction of
one that has already been
mined for the going price.
Mining on the other hand
is less well known and
understood.
The creator of Bitcoin
made it so that there
could only be a maximum
of 21 million Bitcoins. It
is estimated that only 16.8
million Bitcoins have been
mined so far and to get
another Bitcoin brought
into circulation they must
be mined, just like how a
dollar isn’t in circulation
until the Fed prints it. The
mining process consists
of getting very powerful
computers to solve complex mathematical prob-

lems and you get rewarded a certain amount for
the progress you make.
The difficulty of the
mathematical problems
depend upon how fast
Bitcoins are being mined
and how many are left
before it reaches the
cap of 21 million. The
fewer left to be mined
and the faster they’re
being mined, the more
complex the problems
become and the harder
the problems get would
require more computing
power to be able to find a
solution in a timely manner. If mining Bitcoin
sounds like an interesting
endeavor to you, I encourage you to do more
research and see if its
right for you. For some,
it may seem extremely
hard get cryptocurrency
in this way, but if you
change the cryptocurrency you’re looking at,
mining techniques can
get a lot easier.
For example, Sweatcoin is an app you download on your phone and
it tracks your steps per
day and your location
and gives you Sweatcoins(SWC) in return for

the steps you take outside.
1,000 steps translates into
1 SWC - 5% commision. Getting paid to walk
outside seems like a pretty
easy way to obtain cryptocurrency.
Sweatcoin is still in its
infancy as a cryptocurrency and as a result 1
SWC isn't worth a whole
lot, and its dynamic is
a bit different from Bitcoins. Sweatcoin provides
you with offers you can
trade in your Sweatcoins
for, none of which are a
cash payout option. The
closest thing to receiving
cash for your Sweatcoins
is getting Paypal Cash for
which they currently have
two offers: 3,650 SWC for
a $50 or 20,000 SWC for
$1,000. Which if you do
the math it will take a long
time to get your hands on
that many Sweatcoins even
with many people contributing.
Sweatcoin doesn’t have
a cap to how many can be
mined but they do have
a daily cap on how many
steps you can turn into
SWC. The free option is 5
SWC per day, which means
with the commission you
can only get a total of 1733

•

•

•

•

US stock markets
were closed Monday
in observance of
MLK Day.
Cryptocurrencies
plunged on Tuesday,
Bitcoin and Bitcoin
Cash falling more
than 15%.
Swiss food company
Nestle will sell its US
confectionery business to Ferrero for
$2.8 billion.
Shares of Qualcomm(QCOM) rose
more than 4% on
Tuesday after saying they will resist a
takeover from Broadcom(AVGO).
Under Armour
shares fell more than
11% on Tuesday as
the company struggles to turn around
its business.

SWC a year if you get the 5
SWC a day everyday, making that 20,000 deal seem
less likely. However they
do allow you to up your
daily Sweatcoin cap for a
fee payable in SWC.
Sweatcoin is an interesting form of cryptocurrency that encourages people
to be healthy and although
they don’t have a $10,000+
price tag like Bitcoin does
they can still be fun to get
involved with.

World News
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The Swiss government has
banned the common culinary
practice of throwing the lobsters
into boiling water while they are
still conscious. The move is a
response to studies that suggest
lobsters are sentient with advanced nervous systems that may
feel pain.

Two people were killed when
a 7.1-magnitude earthquake
shook Peru on January 14th.
One of the two victims was a
55-year-old man crushed by a
rock in Yauca, the other victim
died in the same region.

At least 27 people were killed
January 15th in a double
suicide bombing in central
Baghdad. In addition to those
killed, about 100 people were
wounded when two bombers
detonated suicide vests at a
square in the Iraqi capital.

8
Athletes will march under one flag
as a united Korea for the Winter
Olympics during the opening ceremony. The nations have also agreed
to form a joint North and South
Korean women's ice hockey team for
the Games in Pyeongchang.

Ethiopia has banned the adoption of Ethiopian children by
foreign families, according to
the country's state-run News
Agency ENA, citing concerns
over abuse. Ethiopian officials
previously suspended adoptions back in November.

World News
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38 Minutes of Terror
Mariah
Porter
Editorin-chief

mistake, and
made a statement claiming
that the alert
was sent out
during a rutein
shift change.
Richard
Rapoza, a
spokesman
for the Hawaii
In a recent statement from Kim Jong-Un, North Korea’s missiles are
Emergency
only pointed at the United States. Photo courtesy of NYTimes
Management
Agency, said
there had been no inter- Nuclear Threats.
that it was a matter of
State officials said
ference from a hacker or
an employee hitting the
that Hawaii would have
foreign government to
wrong thing on the comcause the text.
roughly twelve minutes
puter during one of the
to prepare for a nuAccording to Haithree shift changes.
clear attack if one was
wans, the mass text was
Officials said there
launched.
especially distressing
were no nuclear threats
While the cell phone
as nuclear drills have
to any part of the Unitbeen held since Donald
alerting system is in
ed States at the time of
Trump and Kim Jong-Un state authorities’ hands,
the emergency text, and
the detection of missile
have started exchanging
launches is the
responsibility of
the United States
Strategic Command and Northern Command,
they were the first
to declare there
was no evidence of
a missile launch.

January 13th, Hawaii had 38 minutes of
widespread panic after a
“Ballistic Missile” warning was sent through a
mass text.
The emergency system
that gives out Amber
alerts and tornado warnings sent a warning for
a ballistic missile enroute to Hawaii and was
predicted to strike the
islands in fifteen minutes.
The warning was revoked
after 38 minutes.
Tourists and natives to
Hawaii expressed anger
over the warning not
being rescinded sooner on
Faceboook
nd other
social media,
authorities
apologized
and explained
that they did
not have a
template to
take emergency announcements back.
Signs on the highways displayed “No threat” and “No Missiles” announceHawaiian offiments after being told that the text was a false alarm.
cials also apolPhoto courtesy of CBC.
ogized for the

Sports
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Women’s Basketball Dominates Nebraska Wesleyan
Delena
Humble
Spots
Editor

With two victories already in their bag, women’s basketball took to the
court this past Monday
and successfully dominated the prairie wolves. The
team had one of the best
shooting nights in school
history, putting 91 on the
board for the victory.
The Kohawks were
34-of-56 (60.7%) from the
field and 6-of-17 (35.3%)
from 3-point range. This
performance placed third
in all of Coe’s history. Coe
was 17-of-25 (68%) at

the free throw line, while
Nebraska Wesleyan was
18-of-22 (81.8%) from the
charity stripe. The Kohawks had a 50-26 advantage in the paint and 26-6
in fast break points, while
Nebraska Wesleyan had a
21-12 advantage in points
off turnovers. Coe's 25
assists are the seventh most
in school history.*
Jenna Lehman (18’) led
the Kohawks with a gamehigh 29 points, her total
points are now tied for the
eighth most in school history. Aleena Hobbs (18’)
had 22 points for the second-straight game, while
Madeline Wilkins (21’)
tied her career-high with

18 points. Karlee Grabau
(19’) joined them in double
figures with 10 points.
Grabau finished with
a game-high seven rebounds, while Hobbs and
Wilkins added six and
five, tying a career-high
for Wilkins. Lehman had
a game-high six assists,
while Sydney Schroder
(21’) and Jordan Holmes
(18’) each had five dimes
apiece. Hobbs and Grabau
each had three assists, a
career-high for Grabau.
Schroder also had a career-high four steals.
Hobbs moved into
fourth in school history
with 467 career field goals,
while moving past head
coach Kayla Waskow for

the most free throw attempts in school history
at 517. Hobbs also moved
into second in school history, behind Waskow, for
rebounds with 686. Holmes
became the 21st player in
school history with 100
career steals with a pair
tonight, while Lehman
became the fourth player in
school history to play 2,900
or more career minutes.
The Kohawks (7-9, 4-3
IIAC) return to action at
the Kohawk arena as the
welcome Central College
this Saturday, January 20th.
Live stats and video coverage will be available at
Coeatheltics.com.
*stats and figures provided
by Coe Athletics

Season Opener for Coe’s Track and Field Teams
The Coe College track
and field teams opened
their season this past
Saturday at the Sol Butler
Invitational at the University of Dubuque.
Nathan Suell (19’)
finished third in the
400-meter dash recording a time of 52.74 while
Ryan Izer (19’) was fourth
in the 600-meter run in
1:26.55. Hawkins earned a
fourth-place finish in the
55-meter hurdles in 7.90,
the fourth-best time in
the Iowa Conference.
The Kohawk men
came out strong in the
field, with key perfor-

mances from Chris Hawkins (18’) and Robbie peter (18’). The team scored
a total of 29 points in their
field events. Hawkins
dominated the long jump,
with an impressive 23’9”
(7.24m). This ranked him
first in the Iowa conference and third in the nation. Robbie Peters placed
second with a throw of
55' (16.76m), while Jacob
Hayes (18’) finished third,
throwing a distance of 54'
5 1/2" (16.60m). Peters'
and Hayes' throws rank
third and fourth in the
Iowa Conference and 16th
and 20th in the nation.

Peters also placed fourth
in the shot put at 46' 10
1/4" (14.28m).
Josephine Bautch
(20’) finished fifth in the
600-meter run with a
time of 1:47.15. Kelsie
Coates (19’) had a top-10
finish in the 400-meter
dash, finishing in 1:08.62.
Coe's 400-meter medley
relay team of Bautch,
Rachel Kelly(19’) , Coates
and Alyssa Knudson (19”)
placed fifth in 4:35.97.
The women also had
many strong performances in the field. Tieranny
Keahna (20’) ranks third
in the Iowa Conference

with her fourth-place finish in the weighted throw
at 49' 4’ 1/4" (15.04m).
Christina Brown (18’) tied
for second in the pole vault
at 4' 5" (3.05m), giving her
the second-best height in
the Iowa Conference.
The Kohawk men finished 4th out of 10 teams
while the Coe women
placed 7th.
The Coe track and field
teams return to action
Saturday, Jan. 20 at the
Cornell Invite. The meet is
scheduled to begin at 9:30
a.m. in Mount Vernon.
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The Last Jedi
Forcing the Rebels to
flee their last base, it becomes a race against time
and fuel reserves before
the First Order’s navy,
When The Force Awak- captained by General
Armitage Hux (Domhnall
ens came out in 2015, I
was hyped. It would be the Gleeson), crushes them.
When Leia is taken out
first Star Wars film that I’d
of commission, Comever see in theatres, and
all of the trailers and press mander Poe Dameron
surrounding the film made (Oscar Isaac) does not
it sound like it would be trust her replacement, and
really good. After seeing sends former Stromtroopthe film on opening night, er Finn (John Boyega) and
maintenance worker Rose
however, I was…disapTico (Kelly Marie Tran)
pointed, to say the least.
on an undercover op to
It felt like a remake of A
New Hope, and I haven’t disable the First Order’s
been the only one to make lightspeed tracker so they
that connection. So, when can easily escape.
Meanwhile, Rey (DaiI went to go see The Last
sy
Ridley)
has found Jedi
Jedi on its opening, I kept
Master Luke Skywalker
my expectations down.
The result was a film that (Mark Hamill) on Ahchwas better than its prede- To, where he refuses to
cessor, but still had some teach her the ways of the
fundamental flaws that has Jedi, believing that his
failure to stop his nephew/
kept me on the fence of
how I’ll view this Sequel former pupil Ben Solo
from becoming Kylo Ren
Trilogy in hindsight.
The First Order reigns indicates that the Jedi must
die out.
supreme. Having deAfter seeing Rey’s natustroyed the New Republic,
ral abilities with the Force
Supreme Leader Snoke
(Andy Serkis) and his ap- Skywalker begrudgingly
prentice Kylo Ren (Adam agrees. When Rey discovers that Skywalker may not
Driver) are focused on
wiping out the remaining be telling her the complete
truth, and that Ben is not
Resistance, led by Ren’s
own mother General Leia the “murderous snake”
she believes him to be, she
Organa (Carrie Fisher).
Peyton
McGuire
Columnist

becomes confused about
what her destiny truly is.
With time running out, the
Rebels and the First Order’s
future relies on the last Jedi
in the galaxy.
This movie is better than
TFA. Rian Johnson’s story
and pacing is certainly different than most Star Wars
fans are used to, but it’s a
breath of fresh air to finally
see something different in
Star Wars.
The characters are also
decent; Driver’s Ben Solo/
Kylo Ren is masterfully
acted, enough so that he
truly feels like a villain
in this entry compared
to his character in TFA.
Ridley’s Rey and Hamill’s
Skywalker also steal their
scenes; Rey providing the
perfect foil to Ren and
Skywalker providing the
audience with a chance
to once again see their favorite hero on-screen. The
supporting cast was hit or
miss, but Tran, Boyega and
Isaac did well.
This movie has its
faults. The pacing is
godawful, and sometimes
I felt it was either racing
through scenes or sluggishly trudging through
them. The settings are
limited; we get Ahch-To, an
island planet, Crait, a salt
planet, Canto Bight, a casi-

no planet, and space. That’s
it. All the scenes in Canto
Bight were terrible, and I
honestly think it was those
scenes that kept this movie
from being “great” and held
it firmly at being “okay”.
There was no reason for
the film to focus as much
time as it did in this setting,
and it reminded me of the
Prequels in its dialogue and
motivations.
The Last Jedi, while it
had its flaws, is an overall
decent movie, and it didn’t
disappoint me as much as
My Rating:

Rotten Tomatoes: 91%

Poster for The Last Jedi
courtesy of Disney.
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Across

Down

1. Peruvian peaks
2. Pet that angers
3. Direct
4. Paranormal letters

Weekly SUDOKU

Submit your completed sudoku to the Cosmos
email to be entered into our monthly drawing
to have your photo published and win your
choice of candy.

Sudoku courtesy of www.websudoku.com

1. Area behind the choir,
perhaps
5. "Hey, you!"
9. Blunt
14. Some hoopsters
15. Stud fee
16. Rajah's consort
17. TURNOVER
20. Matriarch of all matriarchs
21. Interest of armchair
athletes
22. Structural components
of cells
23. Unruffled
25. Moonstones
27. Takes into a count?
29. Mensa figures
30. Mel's Diner waitress
33. Thing with a wheeled
heel
36. Peace Nobelist Desmond
38. Operatic song
39. TURNOVER
42. Some make light of it
43. Beat fast, as a heart
44. Blow one's top
45. Bijou
46. Canyon edge
47. Martial arts school
49. First name in flags
51. Low-tech recording
device
55. Birthplace of St. Francis
58. Corp. bigwig
60. Ground breaker
61. TURNOVER
64. Warble
65. It may be spliced
66. Whence to admire?
67. Loon's lack
68. Watchdog's sound
69. Clutter

5. Analyzed
sentences
6. Cut with
scissors
7. Kind of pad
8. Koppel of
"Nightline"
9. Baskets for
holding dried
fruit
10. Abrasive files
11. Opposed one
12. Overly bookish type, stereotypically
13. Esc, alt, etc.
18. Dent site
19. Memorial
tablet
24. Downed
26. Matched
28. Prepares
crabs, in a way
30. "Haus" wife
31. Speech
difficulty
32. Drying kiln
33. Produce strains
34. "With a banjo on my
___"
35. Molecule component
37. Scanned bar
38. Blacksmith wear
40. Backseat driver, e.g.
41. Dishearten
46. Used car deal
48. First game of a doubleheader
49. Five and ten, e.g.
50. Neighbor of Saudi Arabia
52. Irritate
53. Greek letters
54. Lascivious looks
55. Sciences' partner
56. Dried up
57. Political slant
59. TV's warrior princess
62. Type of roll
63. Saint Louis athlete

Crossword courtesy of onlinecrossword.enet

COE Crossword

